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What is now becoming apparent is that various factors, both

non-modifiable and modifiable, exist that influence a person’s

risk of infection



“It is likely that the current pandemic will change our

behaviours and will modify the priorities of psychiatrists and

other mental health professionals.”



Cosa ha cambiato la pandemia da COVID-19?







Unravelling the mechanisms at the social and biological

interface is crucial. The way people live their lives and their

actions, habits and skills are deeply ingrained socially and

biologically. Our everyday actions have biological consequences

with respect to good or poor health.





Social factors are important at every stage of human

development starting from the prenatal stage or even earlier

when wider environmental factors are considered. They may

provide us with clues towards preventive public strategies in

reducing psychiatric morbidities. The impact of social

determinants on the human brain is yet to be fully understood.

(Bhugra et al., 2016)

I determinanti sociali di salute mentale



The global COVID-19 pandemic brought about unprecedented

disruptions to our daily lives. Governments imposed

restrictions and limitations on social life, leading to

considerable reductions of face-to-face social contact for

people over the world







The term social distancing may increase social isolation. The term, as well

as the fact that people are closely locked-down with reduced opportunity

for being helped by others, is strongly pathogenic. The notion of “social

distancing” affords neither comfort nor help to vulnerable people. We

advocate to use the term “physical distancing”—as a physical distance of

2m will prevent and diminish the spread of COVID-19—rather than “social

distancing”.



The pandemic has changed the way in which mental health

systems operate, with increased provision of online services

and a much greater focus on resilience and wellbeing. This

provides an opportunity to reshape mental health service

delivery so that online services complement traditional mental

health service models.





“There are new psychiatric symptoms in individuals

experiencing stress, anxiety or grief… some are experiencing

losses under traumatic circumstances. There is an increase in

the rates of all mental disorders.”



(2021)
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The COMET - Covid MEntal health Trial 



• N= 20,720

• Età : 40.4 ±14.3 anni

• Donne: 71%

• Con partner: 52%

• 49%: sintomi depressivi da moderati

a gravi

• 34%: sintomi ansiosi moderati-gravi

• 39%: livelli moderati/gravi di insonnia

• 11%: sintomi ossessivo-compulsivi

• 14%: ideazione suicidaria



• La gravità dei sintomi psichiatrici (ansiosi, depressivi, insonnia

e correlati a stress) aumentava nel corso delle settimane di

lockdown (dal 30 Marzo al 4 Maggio)

• Oltre la durata del lockdown, gli altri fattori che predicono la

comparsa di problemi di salute mentale sono il sesso

femminile, la mancanza di lavoro, la quantità di tempo

trascorso su Internet e la percezione di elevati livelli di

solitudine

Impatto del lockdown sulla salute mentale

(Modello di regressione lineare multivariata pesata per propensity score, p<.005)



Adjusted ordered regression analyses showed an association between mortality

ratio and moderate (OR = 1.10, 95%CI 1.03–1.18) and severe (OR = 1.11, 95%CI

1.03–1.21) DASS-21 anxiety levels

Local mortality rate seems a meaningful driver for anxiety among the general

population. Considering the potentially long-lasting scenario, local public health

authorities should provide neighbouring communities with preventive interventions

reducing psychological isolation and anxiety levels.



Sentiment trajectories from social media

Crocamo C, Viviani M, Famiglini L, Bartoli F, Pasi G, Carrà G. 
Eur Psychiatry. 2021;64(1):e17. doi: 10.1192/j.eurpsy.2021.3.

• Emotional contagion
• Subjects may be engaged in  emotionally unstable connections



Topics and Digital Markers 

hybrid supervised-unsupervised approach
a. potential scenarios selected by 

psychiatrists and associated with topics 
from Twitter

b. topics extracted in a totally unsupervised 
way based on a Twitter dataset -filtered 
according to the presence of keywords-

Viviani M, Crocamo C, Mazzola M, Bartoli F, Carrà G, Pasi G. Future Gener Comput
Syst. 2021 Dec;125:446-459. doi: 10.1016/j.future.2021.06.044.

Exploring generated and shared 
content across different users

a.

b.



Subjects with pre-existing mental health problems reported a statistically 

significant higher risk of acute post-traumatic symptoms compared to the 

general population and health care professionals

Levels of acute post-traumatic symptoms were higher in younger and female 

respondents.

Social isolation and sleep disorder/insomnia represented predictors of acute 

stress

Impatto del lockdown sulla salute mentale



Impatto della pandemia su stili di coping, 
loneliness e crescita post-traumatica

• Low levels of resilience in 50% of cases

• Resilience was not influenced by the time

exposure to lockdown, infection to COVID-

19, role of healthcare professional

• High levels of loneliness in 27% of cases

• More severe depressive, anxiety and stress

symptoms in lonely people

• Very low levels of post-traumatic growth

• The duration of exposure to lockdown did

not influence post-traumatic growth



• Access to mental health services

reported only by 7.7% of respondents,

with low levels of perceived

professional and social support

• Increased insomnia, anxiety, non-

traumatic and acute traumatic stress,

and obsessive-compulsive symptoms

in frontline healthcare workers

Impatto della pandemia sull’accesso ai servizi e 
sugli operatori sanitari



•COVID-19 pandemic has been a major burden on healthcare workers’ (HCWs) 
wellbeing.
•Early recognition of correlates of depressive symptoms among HCWs is 
pivotal.
•Some professional and individual/interpersonal factors identify vulnerable 
HCWs.
• Women, individuals with suspected/confirmed COVID-19 and those with an 
infected family member or friend were more likely to report depressive 
features, which, instead, were less frequent among doctors (compared with 
nurses) and HCWs who felt adequately protected 

Impatto della pandemia sugli operatori sanitari



• Those with mental health problems

had a higher risk of losing job

because of the COVID-19

pandemic, worse mental health and

higher levels of depression

• Higher levels of insomnia in

patients with pre-existing mental

disorders, which increased with the

weeks of exposure to the lockdown

Impatto della pandemia sui pazienti con disturbi
mentali



• Problematic Internet Use in 33% of

participants and in 41% of students

• Problematic use of social media in

78% of participants

• Use of social media negatively

predicted depressive symptoms; the

interaction is mediated by anger and

attentional deficits

• A significant increase in time spent on

Internet, significantly higher in people

with pre-existing mental disorders in

particular in people with moderate

levels of depressive symptoms

• Protective factors were being students

and living in central Italy

Pandemia e uso di Internet



COVID-19 is followed by significant rates of neurological and
psychiatric diagnoses over the subsequent 6 months



“Vulnerable people should be protected, particularly those

infected and even more those at high risk of developing mental

health problems … Psychiatric symptoms among the general

population will progressively decline … Subjects with serious

mental disorders will need protection, support, and vaccine with

the highest priority … Studies are needed to understand the

long-term effects of the virus on the brain and on mental health.”



Most symptom change estimates for

general mental health, anxiety

symptoms, and depression symptoms

were close to zero and not statistically

significant, and significant changes were

of minimal to small magnitudes. Small

negative changes occurred for women in

all domains.

(2023)



“As the pandemic moves on, attention is beginning to turn

towards the medium- and long-term consequences of the

infection. High on the list of priorities is the issue of cognitive

impairment, not only as a direct effect of neurotropic viral brain

infiltration but also due to indirect factors associated with the

pandemic, such as increased social isolation and mental

health problems.”







• La pandemia ha dato la possibilità di studiare nel real world

gli effetti di un agente esterno sulla salute mentale e la sua

interazione con fattori biologici e psicosociali

• Sono necessari studi longitudinali e metodologicamente

corretti per verificare l’andamento il ruolo della pandemia sul

cervello e sulla salute mentale

• Abbiamo l’opportunità di modificare la nostra pratica clinica

sulla base delle conoscenze fornite durante e dopo la

pandemia

Conclusioni
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